ABSTRACT: Solution-processable metal halide perovskites show immense promise for use in photovoltaics and other optoelectronic applications. The ability to tune their bandgap by alloying various halide anions (for example, in CH 3 NH 3 Pb(I 1−x Br x ) 3 , 0 < x < 1) is however hampered by the reversible photoinduced formation of sub-bandgap emissive states. We find that ion segregation takes place via halide defects, resulting in iodide-rich low-bandgap regions close to the illuminated surface of the film. This segregation may be driven by the strong gradient in carrier generation rate through the thickness of these strongly absorbing materials. Once returned to the dark, entropically driven intermixing of halides returns the system to a homogeneous condition. We present approaches to suppress this process by controlling either the internal light distribution or the defect density within the film. These results are relevant to stability in both single-and mixed-halide perovskites, leading the way toward tunable and stable perovskite thin films for photovoltaic and light-emitting applications. Additionally, these materials have been shown to demonstrate high photoluminescence quantum yields of more than 50% (at moderate carrier densities), 2 which led to reports on optically pumped lasing structures and light-emitting devices (LEDs).
ABSTRACT: Solution-processable metal halide perovskites show immense promise for use in photovoltaics and other optoelectronic applications. The ability to tune their bandgap by alloying various halide anions (for example, in CH 3 NH 3 Pb(I 1−x Br x ) 3 , 0 < x < 1) is however hampered by the reversible photoinduced formation of sub-bandgap emissive states. We find that ion segregation takes place via halide defects, resulting in iodide-rich low-bandgap regions close to the illuminated surface of the film. This segregation may be driven by the strong gradient in carrier generation rate through the thickness of these strongly absorbing materials. Once returned to the dark, entropically driven intermixing of halides returns the system to a homogeneous condition. We present approaches to suppress this process by controlling either the internal light distribution or the defect density within the film. These results are relevant to stability in both single-and mixed-halide perovskites, leading the way toward tunable and stable perovskite thin films for photovoltaic and light-emitting applications. Additionally, these materials have been shown to demonstrate high photoluminescence quantum yields of more than 50% (at moderate carrier densities), 2 which led to reports on optically pumped lasing structures and light-emitting devices (LEDs). 3, 4 The family of mixed-halide perovskites, MAPb-(I 1−x Br x ) 3 (MA = CH 3 NH 3 , 0 ≤ x ≤ 1), exhibits a continuously tunable bandgap from 1.6−2.3 eV simply by adjusting the ratio of halide precursors, 5, 6 with great appeal for application in multijunction solar cells and tunable LEDs. However, when mixed-halide perovskites are employed as solar cell absorber layers, the maximum attainable open-circuit voltage (V OC ) does not increase linearly with the change in the optical bandgap. 5, 7 A subsequent study by Hoke et al. 8 reported that white-light illumination induces formation of a strong and reversible subbandgap photoluminescence (PL) feature at around 1.68 eV, independent of the initial bandgap, which disappears after several minutes in the dark (hereafter referred to as the Hoke effect). That work, and subsequent others, 9−11 attributed this behavior to phase separation and the formation of iodide-rich domains inducing low-bandgap states. Additionally, mixed halides using multiple A-site cations 12, 13 or nanocrystalline morphology 14 display improved resilience to the Hoke effect, implying that the photoinduced changes are not necessarily an intrinsic phenomenon of these materials. However, the mechanisms driving segregation and remixing and the relative invariance of the sub-bandgap PL energy on initial material properties are not yet fully understood.
Understanding the origin of the Hoke effect and how to suppress it in operational devices is complicated by the many parameters on which it depends. The rate of growth of the sub-bandgap PL has been shown to depend on the intensity and duty cycle of illumination, 15, 16 the history of sample exposure, 17 the sample pressure, 18 and the species of the A-site cation. 12, 13 We show that the effect also depends on the internal light distribution within the material, which is not well explained by existing models of halide segregation but is consistent with vertical halide segregation. We consider that ion segregation takes place via halide defects, resulting in iodide-rich lowbandgap regions close to the illuminated surface of the film. This segregation is driven by the strong gradient in carrier generation rate through the thickness of these strongly absorbing materials. Once returned to the dark, entropically driven intermixing of halides returns the system to a homogeneous condition. Moreover, we demonstrate suppression of the Hoke effect in films engineered to experience a more homogeneous carrier generation profile and produce stable mixed-halide films by controlling the density of halide defects, pointing the way toward photovoltaic and optoelectronic devices with a tunable bandgap and stable V oc . This result is also relevant to singlehalide perovskites such as MAPbI 3 , which exhibit slow photoinduced changes in optical 19 and electrical 20, 21 behavior associated with ion movement in the presence of charge carriers but without the strong photoluminescent indicator of ion migration that is exhibited by these mixed-halide thin films.
Photoinduced Sub-bandgap State Formation. We use linear absorption to study the effect of white light exposure on the optical properties of MAPb(I 1−x Br x ) 3 films, where (unless otherwise stated) x refers to the ratio of the halide in the perovskite precursor solutions. Figure 1a shows the photothermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS) spectra for iodide− bromide perovskite samples MAPb(I 1−x Br x ) 3 with x ranging from 0 to 1 before (lines), under (closed symbols), and after (open symbols) light soaking with an intensity of ∼0.2 sun (see Figure S1 for the white light LED spectrum). Measurements on pure tri-iodide (x = 0) and tribromide (x = 1) show no evident change upon light soaking. In contrast, exposing mixed-halide (x = 0.4−0.6) perovskite films to light soaking for 10 min generates a low-energy shoulder extending to ∼1.65 eV, independent of initial halide ratio. Upon removal of light soaking, these features quickly reduce in intensity, and within 10 min, the absorption returns to the initial spectrum measured prior to light exposure. The absorbance levels of the defect shoulder (at ∼1.65 eV) under light soaking for the solid solutions are about 5% of the absorbance at the band edges for both the x = 0.4 and 0.6 samples, indicating the formation of the observed sub-bandgap state in ∼5% of the total sample. Impedance spectra of devices made with these materials also show a photoinduced feature, which is suppressed at low temperatures ( Figure S4) . A third mixed-halide film with x = 0.6 was prepared using a 1.7× excess of the halide-bearing precursor solutions. PDS of the excess-halide film shows a higher energy band edge to the stoichiometric x = 0.6 film (likely due to to the preferential binding of Pb 2+ and Br − reported by Yoon et al. 22 ). More importantly, the absorption edge of the excess-halide film shows negligible change under light soaking.
It has been shown that the Hoke effect is more readily induced under continuous rather than pulsed illumination, 16 implying that formation of the sub-bandgap state requires a sustained excited-state population. Thus, by exciting the mixedhalide samples with either low duty cycle (3.1 eV, 100 fs, 1 kHz, 1 μJ cm
) or high duty cycle (3.05 eV, 100 ps, 40 MHz, 46 pJ cm −2 pulse −1 ) light pulses, we collect the PL spectra associated with either the band-to-band or the photoinduced sub-bandgap emission, respectively. Figure 1b 
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Letter shows that under high duty cycle illumination, PL from the x = 0.4 and 0.6 samples is dominated by the sub-bandgap emission at 1.68 eV associated with the low-energy shoulder in absorption measured under light soaking. In contrast, PL from the excess-halide sample was found to be stable under changes in illumination duty cycle, consistent with the stable absorption profile shown under light soaking. Figure 2a shows the growth of the sub-bandgap PL feature under illumination from light sources with three different wavelengths. The intensity of illumination was varied according to the absorption of the sample to ensure a similar flux of absorbed photons in each case (experimental parameters are given in Table S1 ). Under illumination at 2.76 eV, well above the bandgap, growth of the PL feature is well characterized by a monoexponential with time constant τ = 4.6 s. As the excess energy is reduced, the feature emerges progressively more slowly (even though the absorbed photon flux is higher), with τ = 25 s under 2.33 eV illumination and 55 s when excited at 1.95 eV, close to the optical bandgap. These changes in illumination wavelength determine not just the excess energy given to photogenerated charge carriers but also the internal distribution of carrier generation rate throughout the depth of the film as a result of the dependence of the absorption coefficient on wavelength. 23 To decouple the role of hot carriers vs that of the internal light gradient, a beam splitter was used to provide excitation from either one of both sides of the sample ( Figure  2b ). After illumination from a single side had induced formation of the sub-bandgap feature, the addition of a second excitation source from the back of the sample resulted in quenching of PL, even though the total intensity of excitation was approximately doubled (3.05 eV, 0.1 W cm −2 from each side). This was accompanied by an increase of the mean PL energy, indicating a reduction in the efficiency of charge collection by iodide-rich regions under the more uniform charge generation profile.
If halide segregation requires a carrier generation gradient, the driving forces for segregation should be dependent on film opacity and therefore thickness. We thus prepared both thick (280 nm) and thin (70 nm) films of MAPb(I 1−x Br x ) 3 , with x = 0.85 (absorption, PL, and SEM in Figures S16 and S17). Figure  2c shows the changes in band-edge and sub-bandgap PL upon continuous wave (CW) illumination (3.05 eV, 0.1 W cm
), normalized to the peak of the initial band-edge emission. While the difference in excitation conditions between the samples makes direct comparison difficult (the lower volume of the thinner film will result in higher carrier density, while an increased influence of surface traps may have the opposite effect), the pronounced differences in sub-bandgap PL behavior still merit consideration. Both the growth rate and final amplitude of the sub-bandgap PL are much higher in the thick film, which absorbs >90% of the incident light. The thin film, which features the same absorption per unit thickness but only absorbs ∼40% of the total light (resulting in a lower variation of carrier generation rate across the film), displays a much slower rise and lower intensity of sub-bandgap PL, with negligible quenching of the high-energy PL from the pristine (nonsegregated) blend.
We now turn to structural and ultrafast optical analyses to understand the nature of the sub-bandgap states, the driving forces behind their formation (and relaxation), and why their emission energy is independent of the initial halide ratio.
Photophysics of the Photoinduced Sub-bandgap States. The physical processes underpinning the Hoke effect occur over two distinct time scales; light-induced halide segregation takes place over time scales of seconds, while the transport of photoinduced carriers from throughout the film to the iodide-rich (low-bandgap) regions occurs approximately 11 orders of magnitude more rapidly. In order to investigate both of these processes, we have conducted ultrafast transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy with and without light soaking. This pump−probe method is capable of tracking excited-state dynamics taking place in our samples between photoexcitation and PL. Figure 3a presents the evolution of the differential transmission in the absence of light soaking. The short excitation pulses enabled investigation of excited-state processes without activating the sub-bandgap recombination pathway. Accordingly, the excited-state behavior closely resembles that of MAPbI 3 and MAPbBr 3 thin films ( Figure S9 ). The signal is dominated by a ground-state bleach (GSB) due to occupation 
Letter of excited states near the band edge (in this case, centered at around 2.16 eV, in agreement with absorption measurements), which can be taken as a measure for the photoinduced excitedstate density. 2, 24 Additional spectral features within the first 2 ps have been attributed to processes such as bandgap renormalization. 25−27 Figure 3b shows the TA map obtained when repeating the above experiment in the presence of above-gap light soaking (2.64 eV, 0.3 W cm −2 ). Photoexcitation initially generates a single GSB as in Figure 3a . However, beginning at 0.5 ps, we see quenching of the main feature along with the concomitant emergence of a broad positive feature centered near 1.90 eV and extending to at least 1.77 eV, similar to that previously reported by Yoon et al. 17 No similar photoinduced changes in the TA spectra were observed in pure trihalide perovskite samples ( Figure S9 ). We attribute this feature to the relaxation of carriers from the pristine semiconductor to the sub-bandgap states formed under CW light soaking. This process occurs extremely rapidly, with the sub-bandgap bleach rising to half of its maximum amplitude in ∼1 ps. Under sufficient light soaking intensity, transfer to the sub-bandgap states can completely deplete the excited-state population in the pristine blend, a process that is complete within 100 ps for the data shown in Figure 3c . Unsurprisingly, the decay time of the quenched band-edge GSB is dependent on the intensity of light soaking. Figure S11 shows the GSB kinetics taken with a single TA pump power for a range of CW illumination intensities, with time constants decreasing from 91 ps at 0.15 W cm −2 to 33 ps at 0.9 W/cm 2 . Such dependence could be the result of luminescent site density increasing under more intense light soaking; however, confocal mapping shows no indication of isolated iodide-rich sites on length scales larger than our spatial resolution (<1 μm, Figure S10 ). The faster GSB quenching may alternatively be due to an increasing energetic gradient that enhances carrier collection.
We studied the formation of sub-bandgap states by fixing the TA pump−probe delay at 30 ps and observing the evolution of the spectral shape upon light soaking. As shown in Figure 3e , the sub-bandgap feature extends to lower energies as the photoinduced reorganization progresses and is mirrored by a blue shift of the above-gap feature, with both features becoming progressively broader. This behavior is consistent with photoinduced halide segregation, with progressive enrichment/depletion of bromide fraction (and therefore local bandgap) for the regions corresponding to the above/subbandgap TA features and a universal increase in energetic disorder. By reducing the energy of our pump pulses to 1.88 eV (below the bandgap of the pristine material), we are able to exclusively probe the sub-bandgap states. Figure 3f shows TA spectra at a pump−probe delay of 10 ps. In the absence of light soaking, no excited-state features are observed. Upon illumination, we obtain the isolated signal from the subbandgap states with no contribution from the band edge, supporting our assignment of the photoinduced absorption in Figure 1 to the formation of the iodide-enriched material. The spectral shape strongly resembles that of a perovskite with a smaller bandgap than our MAPb(I 0.15 Br 0.85 ) 3 blend, including the band-edge bleach and broad negative feature above the bandgap. In contrast to the above-gap excitation, with a 1.88 eV pump pulse, the sub-bandgap bleach forms within the instrument response time (Figure S12 ), indicating direct excitation of the sub-bandgap states. It is revealing that Figure 
Letter 3c shows no direct excitation of the sub-bandgap states, consistent with the photoinduced regions of a low-bandgap perovskite comprising a very small fraction of the total sample but dominating the PL by collecting carriers prior to recombination. Figure 3a −c was collected with the pump, probe, and light soak beams in an approximately collinear geometry, with each of the light sources illuminating the same face of the sample. By rearranging the light soak laser to illuminate the rear face of the sample, we can track the relaxation of photoinduced carriers that are generated in the "dark" side of the film. Figure 3d shows that carriers generated on the opposite side of the (280 nm thick) film take significantly longer (tens rather than several ps) to relax to sub-bandgap states and do so with a lower final yield. The increase in time required for carriers to experience and thermalize into low-bandgap states indicates that the photoinduced iodide-rich regions of the sample are located close to the illuminated surface, where carrier generation rate is the highest.
Photoinduced Structural Modif ications: XRD Studies. We investigate the structural origin of the changes in the photophysical properties of mixed-halide perovskites by analyzing the light-soaking-induced changes in the crystal lattice with X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements on thin spin-coated MAPb(I 1−x Br x ) 3 films (d ≈ 200 nm). In contrast to the report of Hoke et al., 8 no new peaks were observed to form under light soaking in any of the films studied. Figure 4 shows the XRD pattern for the (400) and (220) reflections of x = 0.6 and 0.4 perovskites as a function of time, upon application and following removal of CW light soaking. In both the presence and absence of light soaking, the changes in MAPb(I 0.6 Br 0.4 ) 3 are observed to occur over a longer time period than those in MAPb(I 0.4 Br 0.6 ) 3 . This is consistent with observations of faster sub-bandgap PL growth rates with increasing bromide fraction. 8 With light soaking, we observe a shift of the peaks to higher 2θ due to a reduction in the unit cell volume. This is accompanied by a reduction in the intensity and a broadening of the reflections. Upon removal of light soaking, the initial peak intensity and shape are recovered, with no change in the scattering angle, 2θ. Given the reversibility of the peak broadening, we attribute this to bulk strain rather than a reduction in crystallite size within the films.
A Le Bail analysis 28 of the XRD data (Table S2) reveals that the photoinduced changes in the structure of the mixed-halide perovskites can be separated into three distinct regimes: (1) the initial structure prior to light soaking; (2) (during soaking) a modified bulk structure with reduced volume, increased tetragonal distortion, and increased strain; and (3) (after light soaking is removed) a reduced volume phase with a small tetragonal distortion and low strain. The origin of the photoinduced changes in the XRD can thus be ascribed to at least two separate phenomena. First is a reversible component arising from changes in the tetragonal distortion and strain that is associated with the reversible ion segregation and subbandgap PL. Second is an irreversible contraction of the unit cell volume upon initial light soaking, which could be a result of irreversible defect migration (such as the annihilation of halide vacancies and interstitials 29 ). XRD measurements of pure tribromide and tri-iodide perovskites did not show any changes to either the peak position or width ( Figure S7 ). Additionally, temperaturedependent XRD measurements did not replicate the above phenomena in any of the films (Figure S14 ), indicating that the photoinduced changes are due to the presence of charge carriers rather than localized sample heating. To investigate the possible ion migration across the MAPbBr 3 /MAPbI 3 interface, we subjected the model system of Figure 5a to ab initio molecular dynamics simulations; we heated up the system to 450 K and let it evolve in time for ∼20 ps after a few ps of thermalization. During this time, we monitored the evolution of the interfacial bond lengths but did not observe any ion migration, which is quite unlikely on the observed temperature and time range in an almost perfectly saturated system. The calculated activation energy for exchange of an iodide atom in bulk MAPbI 3 is ∼0.5 eV (this process corresponds to 90°rotation of one PbI 6 octahedron along the c axis). This barrier is too high to be overcome during our relatively short dynamics simulations (on ps time scales) and is 1 order of magnitude higher than the activation energy associated with the photoinduced feature shown in impedance spectroscopy of mixed halides ( Figure S4) .
We thus created an iodide vacancy in the second MAPbI 3 layer away from the interface (Figure 5a ) and repeated the ab initio molecular dynamics simulations. By following the time evolution of the relevant geometrical parameters (Figure 5b ), we observed migration of an interfacial Br − ion within ∼3 ps, as testified by the sudden increase of the Pb−Br distance corresponding to the initially bound couple (Figure 5b) . Following this migration, a mixed I − /Br − split interstitial defect is created, leaving behind a Br − vacancy in MAPbBr 3 , which is stable for about 10 ps (3−12 ps range in Figure 5c ). After this time, another migration event occurs, leading to incorporation of Br − into the MAPbI 3 lattice and creation of a MAPbBr 3 bromide vacancy (14 ps range in Figure 5c ). The driving force for defect migration is probably the slight halide imbalance at the interface (9 Br atoms that bind to 8 Pb centers), but we cannot exclude Br − vacancy stabilization compared to formation of an I − vacancy. The observed relatively short time for vacancy migration is consistent with the recently reported activation energies for such processes, which amounts to ∼0.1 eV for MAPbI 3 , with bromide vacancy migration in MAPbBr 3 featuring a reduced activation energy. 30, 31 To check whether a halide-segregated phase could be stabilized by light absorption with respect to a dispersed phase in the absence of defects, we considered two bulk systems with the same 3:1 I/Br stoichiometry but with bromide either evenly dispersed or concentrated in a specific region ( Figure S19) . To approximately simulate the effect of light absorption, we considered here the lowest triplet excited state Figure 3c ). (c) Structural evolution following defect migration. At time = 0, an iodide vacancy is present in MAPbI 3 . At t = 3 ps, a mixed I−Br split interstitial is formed, which is stable up to t = 12 ps. Afterward (t = 14 ps), the iodide vacancy is transferred to the MAPbBr 3 phase.
Letter of both systems. Notably, in both the ground and excited states, the Br-dispersed phase is more stable than the Br-concentrated phase by 0.13 and 0.06 eV, respectively. Thus, our simulations performed on perfectly crystalline bulk phases do show an energy gain associated with halide segregation, although the driving force for this process is not sufficient alone to stabilize the phase-segregated phase.
Overall, our computational analyses suggest that halide defects, typically halide vacancies and interstitials, promote halide migration by providing low-energy migration pathways. Notably, the defect-assisted halide migration in MAPbI 3 was proposed to be activated by light, 28 in line with the present observations.
Photoinduced Halide Segregation and Methods of Passivation. Recent investigations of the mechanics of the Hoke effect have ascribed its origin to polaron formation or a miscibility gap of the solid mixed-halide solution due to changes in the Helmholz free energy upon photoexcitation. 9, 11, 15 While our calculations do indicate partial stabilization of the halide-segregated configuration under illumination, the existing models do not explain our observed dependence of the Hoke effect on illumination wavelength, excitation geometry, and film thickness. These effects imply the role of an internal gradient in light intensity (and therefore carrier generation rate) in driving halide segregation; therefore, we consider here a mechanism by which such a gradient may contribute to the Hoke effect.
The internal gradient in carrier generation rate may induce ion migration via the photoinduced strain gradient in the lattice indicated in our XRD results or, more directly, for example, with the excess energy from hot carriers thermalizng near the illuminated surface, providing energy to activate halide defects (with calculated values of 50 meV deposited from carriers to each molecule at the surface of a film under solar illumination 32 ). We do not consider that the effect is due to bulk heating of the sample; experiments that applied a temperature gradient across the sample were unable to induce halide segregation ( Figures S14 and S15) .
Results in the literature support the role of light gradients in affecting ion migration; deQuilletes et al. have demonstrated iodide migration away from illuminated regions in MAPbI 3 , and ion drift velocities in thin films of MAPbI 3 have been shown to increase substantially under illumination. 33 If halide anions are more mobile near the illuminated surface, this would result in net transport down into the film, migrating via halide defect sites. In a mixed halide, any difference in hopping rate between bromide and iodide would result in a vertical gradient of the iodide/bromide ratio and therefore of local bandgap. Carriers generated in the resulting material will be funnelled to the lowest-energy region, 34, 35 recombining to generate the subbandgap PL characteristic of the Hoke effect. The slower relaxation of carriers generated opposite the illuminated face in Figure 3d reveals that the iodide-rich low-bandgap region is located at the illuminated surface of the film, corresponding to faster migration of bromide in the vertical segregation model.
Once carriers are funnelled to the low-bandgap regions, the rate of nonradiative recombination is lower due to local enhancement of carrier density, which fills traps and increases bimolecular recombination, explaining the much higher intensity of the sub-bandgap PL compared with the pristine blend. Specifically, although PDS (Figure 1a) shows that subbandgap regions comprise <5% of sample volume, they can fully capture all excitations in less than the radiative lifetime (Figure 3c ), implying at least a 20-fold increase in local carrier density.
When CW illumination (or the internal light gradient, as in Figure 2b ) is removed, the vertical gradient in carrier generation rate disappears and the sample undergoes remixing to the homogeneous state, albeit at a slower rate, 17 possibly because ion mobilities are reduced in the dark. 33 Our calculations show that this intermixing is energetically favored by 0.13 eV. This may work in tandem with the proposed driving force for remixing due to differences in the free energy of mixing in the presence of carriers.
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Our computational investigations show that ion migration in mixed-halide systems takes place via halide defects. Consistently, Figure 1 shows that a film prepared with a large excess of the halide-bearing precursors does not exhibit the Hoke effect. The abundance of halide ions available during film crystallization should result in a film with reduced halide vacancies, thus lowering ion mobility. Furthermore, both the absorption and PL show higher disorder than the stoichiometric films, which we attribute to spatial variations in halide ratio being "frozen in" during film formation. The low density of halide vacancies would preclude the entropy-driven halide intermixing process that takes place in the dark and that is likely the origin of improvements in film homogeneity that have been observed to take place after initial film preparation in stoichiometric mixed-halide films. These results explain the absence of photoinduced subbandgap states in mixed-halide nanocrystals, 14 which benefit doubly, having both low halide defect density and negligible difference in carrier generation rate across a given crystal.
The final piece of this puzzle is the independence of the subbandgap PL energy on the initial halide ratio, sample preparation, and light intensity. This energy, 1.68 eV, corresponds to a mixed-halide sample with a composition of x ≈ 0.20. 36 This value is coincident with a tetragonal-to-cubic phase transition reported by Noh and co-workers 5 as lying between x = 0.13 and 0.2. It is possible that bromide depletion at the illuminated surface proceeds until x ≈ 0.20, beyond which the lattice phase transition presents an energetic barrier to further depletion, determining the final energy of the subbandgap emission. Indeed, the existence of a stable alloy at room temperature with ratio x < 0.19 has been predicted from thermodynamic analysis 9 and is consistent with ratios that have been empirically determined to provide stable performance when used in photovoltaic devices. 5, 37 It is important to note that many of the factors governing the strength of the Hoke effect, such as illumination intensity, sample history, and use of an excess of halide precursor or mixed A-site cations, have also been shown to correlate with the stability of the intensely studied tri-iodide perovskites, in particular, with the degree of hysteresis observed in device performance.
Confidence in the attribution of both the Hoke effect and hysteresis in trihalide devices to ion migration continues to grow with the rapid rate of publication on these materials. Indeed, it is possible that the underlying processes are due to similar mechanisms and that the presence of two mobile anions with different mobilities along with the strong dependence of material bandgap on local halide ratio simply provides a sensitive photoluminescent tag revealing ion migration in mixed-halide perovskites. For these reasons, understanding (and controlling) the Hoke effect may guide improvements in
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Letter the stability not just of tunable and high-bandgap materials but of metal halide perovskites in general.
In summary, our results on the structural and photophysical properties of mixed lead halide perovskites are in agreement with defect-assisted migration of halide ions away from the film surface. It is possible that this migration is a result of the steep carrier generation gradient that exists during illumination. In this model, the slower hopping rate of iodide results in bromide depletion to a final composition of MAPb(I 0.8 Br 0.2 ) 3 , where a cubic-to-tetragonal phase transition prevents further segregation, determining the 1.68 eV energy of the final photoinduced sub-bandgap emission.
The ability to control or prevent photoinduced halide segregation will be crucial to realizing tunable mixed-halide optoelectronic devices. We have demonstrated both structural and compositional approaches using film thickness and precursor ratio to alter the susceptibility of mixed-halide films to ion segregation. In addition, the use of colloidal perovskite crystals, which exhibit both low defect density and low carrier generation inhomogeneity, may provide a useful avenue for the creation of stable tunable devices. Indeed, sufficient control of spatial differences in halide ratio may even enable the creation of multilevel systems for applications such as lasing, as has been demonstrated recently 38 by exploiting temperature-dependent phase transitions in MAPbI 3 . Furthermore, mixed-halide systems (and the stabilization methods presented here) have direct relevance to the more intensely studied family of trihalide perovskites (such as MAPbI 3 ), which feature the same photoinduced halide migration processes but lack the clear photoluminescent indicator of migration described in this work.
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